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  Workforce Data Initiative
Outline
• WDI Overview
• Challenges of Labor Market Data
• Open-Skills Project
• Combining Private and Public Sector Data
• Use Public Sector Data for Validating Private Sector Data
• Use Public Sector Data to Extract New Data from Private Sector Data
• Use Private Sector Data for Creating New Public Sector Data
• What can you do today?
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The Workforce Data Initiative
What We’re Doing
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Challenges of Labor Market Data
● Lack of geographic and and temporal granularity of survey-based labor 
market data sources
● Lack of intra-occupational specificity of national labor market 
taxonomies/ontologies
● High frictions to data access for more granular administrative data sources
● Lack of technical capacity among social science researchers for working with 
large, unstructured data sources
● Lack of transparency in methods for generated datasets from most Real-time 




• Pooling public and 
private data into a 
private data store





Open Skills Research 
and Development 
Group








• Open aggregate 
data resource of 
raw and normalized 
skills & jobs, and 
how they relate to 




• Building applications 
on top of the Open 
Skills API
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Public Sector Private Sector 
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Data@Work Research Hub Dataset
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Use Public Sector Data for Validating Private Sector Data
Representativeness Analysis
Single Year Representativeness Summary Data Overview (2013) 
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OES JOLTS Data@Work
Type Employment Job opening Job posting
Counts 169M 90M 2.4M
Geographic 
Granularities
586 MSAs 4 Regions 1004 CBSAs
Major Groups 22 (ONET) 26 (NAICS) 23 (ONET)
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Job Distribution by State: Data@Work vs. OES
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Correlation: 0.8738
NOTE: Based on 2013 data. Does not include AK and HI.
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Percent Change in Data@Work Job Postings (contributed by 
CareerBuilder) vs. JOLTS Job Openings
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NOTE: Based on 2011-2014 data.
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Use Private Sector Data for Creating New Public Data
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What can you do today?
• Sign up to be part of the Data@Work researcher community on Slack 
• Explore the data on the Data@Work Research Hub
• Ask questions and provide suggestions for additional datasets to the 
Data@Work on Slack 
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Occupation Distribution Correlation by State
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NOTE: Based on 2013 data. Does not include AK and HI.
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Use Public Sector Data to Extract New Data from Private Sector Data 
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